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Abstract 
Let x'(G), called the strong coloring number of G, denote the minimum number of colors for 
which there is a proper edge coloring of a graph G in which no two of its vertices is incident o 
edges colored with the same set of colors. It is shown that Z'~(G) ~< Fcn], ½ < c ~ 1, whenever 
A(G) is appropriately bounded as a function of n, where n is the order of G. This result is in the 
direction of the conjecture that Z's(G) ~< n + 1 for each graph G with no isolated edges and at 
most one isolated vertex. 
All the graphs G = (V,E) we consider are undirected and simple of order I VI = n 
with no isolated edges and at most one isolated vertex. Throughout ni will denote the 
number of vertices in G of degree i. The degree in G of a vertex u is denoted by dG(u) or 
by d(u) when there is no ambiguity, and the maximum and minimum degrees by A (G) 
and 6(G) respectively. 
For an edge ab, a vertex v in G and an edge coloring F of G, let F(G) be the set of 
colors, F(ab) the color of ab, and F(v) the set of colors of the edges incident to v. 
An edge coloring is proper if each pair of adjacent edges have different colors, vertex 
distinguishing if F(u) ¢ F(v) for all u ~ v, and stron9 if it is both proper and vertex 
distinguishing. The stron9 colorin 9 number z~(G) is the minimum number of colors 
required for a strong edge coloring of the graph G. 
In [2, 3] the strong coloring number is introduced and investigated. In these 
references it is conjectured that if j is the minimum integer such that (~)>/ni 
for l<~i<~A, then ;~(G)=j  or j+ l .  It is shown there that z~(G)<<. 
(A + 1)max{2n~/i + 5}, so that the conjecture is exponentially correct. In addition 
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exact values for x~(G) are given when G is one of a family of special graphs, such as K,, 
C,, P,, K . . . .  In particular 
{~ for n odd, 
z~(K") = + 1 for n even, n >/3. 
For those graphs G where Z's(G) is presently known, z~(G) is largest when G = K, and 
n is even. Thus it is also conjectured in [3] that z~(G) ~< n + 1. 
Motivated by the conjecture that z'(G) ~< n + 1, we will show for each fixed c, 
1 < c ~< 1, that z~(G) <~ [cn] when A(G) is bounded by an appropriate function of n. 
Although this result does not solve the difficult part of the conjecture, the proof 
does give an approach that could prove to be useful in an attack of the entire 
conjecture. 
The conjecture is similar to that of Vizing's Theorem [4], that x'(G) ~< A + 1, and 
seems to be difficult because of the vertex distinguishing criteria. It is in fact elemen- 
tary to show that z~(G) <~ n + A. This follows by taking a proper edge coloring of G by 
A + 1 colors and modifying it, replacing each edge of a spanning forest by a new color. 
This same method can be applied to show if n = 3t, A (G) ~< t, and G contains a vertex 
disjoint union of t paths of length 2 which span G, then X~(G) ~< n + 1. Simply proper 
edge color G by t + 1 colors and assign a new color to each edge of the spanning paths 
of length 2. 
Some additional notation will be useful in proving our result. Under any proper 
edge coloring F of G a vertex v is called a good vertex if F(v) 56 F(u) for any u :~ v, and 
called a bad vertex otherwise. For a bad vertex v, we let Cv(v) = {u: F(u) = F(v)}. 
Further let FB and FG be the set of bad and good vertices respectively. 
Other terminology and notation will follow that of [1]. 
Theorem. Let G be a graph f order n, minimum degree 6 >1 5, and maximum degree A. I f  
A < ((2c - 1)n -- 4)/3, where c is a constant with ½ < c <~ 1, then z~(G) <. Vcn~. 
Proof. Since cn >~ A + 1, by Vizing's theorem, G has proper edge colorings usingVcn 7
colors. Suppose that G has no strong edge coloring with this number of colors and let 
F be one of the proper edge colorings with rcn7 colors such that 
(1) ]FB] is as small as possible, and 
(2) subject o (1), minvzvB ICF(v)I is as small as possible. 
Choose a bad vertex u such that I f r(u) l=min~vBrfv(v) l .  Let N(u)= 
{Vl,V2,...,Vd+2} and F(uvi) = i, 1 ~< i ~< d + 2. Since d(u) >~ 6 >~ 5, d >>, 3. 
The proof is divided into two parts depending on the number of neighbors vi of 
u which satisfy F(vi) = F(u). 
First part: There are at most two neighbors vl of u such that F(vi) = F(u). Equiva- 
lently, there at at least d := d(u) -  2 vertices in N(u), say Vx,...,Vd, such that 
F(vi) 5 6 F(u) for 1 ~< i ~< d. 
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Let N*(u)  = {vl, v2 . . . .  , vd}. The consideration of the number of distinct sets among 
the d sets F(v~) - {i}, 1 ~< i <~ d, leads to three cases. 
Case 1: There are exact ly  two different sets F (v i ) -{ i} .  Assume that F(v~) 
f ) .  ,~1~ #F(vd) -{d}  and that for any other vertex v~, 2~<i~<d-1 ,  in N*(u),  
F (v i ) - -  {i} is equal to F(Vl) -- {1} or to F(va)--  {d}. 
There are at least p:=~cn~-(d+l ) - (d (v~) - l )  colors i~:=1, i2  .... , i v in 
F(G) - (F (u )wF(va)  - {1}). Thus replacing color 1 of edge UVl by i t, 1 ~<j ~< p, gives 
another proper edge coloring Fj. If both u and va are good vertices in F~ , then 
Fj contains at least one less bad vertex than F, in contradiction to the choice of F. 
Therefore at least one of u and v~ is bad in Fj. This implies that there exists some 
vertex aj such that either F(aj)  = (F (u ) -  {l})w{ij} or F(aj)  = (F(vl) - {1})u{ij l .  
Similarly, there exist at least q := ~ cn ~ - (d + 1) - (d(v~) - 1) vertices bj, 1 <<, j <~ q, 
such that either F(bj) = (F(u) - {d})w {k j} or F(bj)  = (F(ve) - {d})u {kj }, where k j, 
1 ~<j ~< q, are q colors in F(G) - (F(u) , JF(vd) - ~ d~). 
Claim 1. There are at least p + q + d - 6 different vertices in {aj: 1 <,.j <~ p} u {bi: 
1 <-Gj <-G q}w(N*(u) -  {vl,ve}). 
Proof 
(A) al # a j, 1 <~ l v~j <, p. If al = aj with l =/=j, then one of the following cases 
occurs: 
-A  1 (F(u) -- {1})w{i,} = (F(u) -- {m})w{ij}. 
-A2  (F (v , ) - -  {1})w{h} = (F(v l )  - {1})w{ij}. 
These first two cases are clearly not possible. 
A3 (F(u) - {1})w{it} = (F(v l )  - {1})w{ij}. 
Then we have it e F(v l  ) and ij ~ F(u), in contradiction to the definition of the colors 
it and ij. 
(B) bt # b j, 1 <~ l <-G j <~ q. This is similar to (A). 
(C) al --/= bj, 1 <~ l <<, p, 1 <~.j <~ q, except  when i t=  1, kj = d, or i t=  1, {kj} = 
(F (v l ) - - (F (u ) - -{d}) ,  or k j=d,  {it} =F(ve) - - (F (u ) - -{ l I L  or {i,} =(F(v~) 
-- {d}) - (F(v l )  - {1}) and {kj} = (F(Vl) - {1}) - (F(ve) - {d}). If at = bj, then one 
of the following four cases occurs: 
C1 (F (u ) -{1})w{ i t}=(F(u) -{d})w{k;} .S ince  d~(F(u) -{1})w{h} and 1~ 
(F(u) - {d})w{kj}, the only possibility is k j = d and it = 1. 
-Ca (F (u ) -{1})w{ i t}  =(F(vd) -{d})w{k j} .  Since d~(F(u) -{1})u{ i j} ,  we de- 
duce that kj = d and {it} = F(vd) -- (F(u) -- {1}). 
C3 (F(Vl) - {1})w{it} = (F(u) - {d})u{k j} .  Since 1 e(F (u) -  {d}w{kj}, we have 
it = 1, and {kj} = F (v l ) - -  (F(u) - {d}). 
C4 (F (v l ) -  [1})u{h} = (F(ve) - {d})w{k j} .  Since (F(Vl) - {1}) # (F(ve) - {d}), 
we have {it} = (F(d) - {d}) -  (F (v~) - -  {1}) and {k;} = (F(v~} - {1}) - 
(F (v~) -  {d}). 
The reader can check that at most two of these four exceptions can occur at the 
same time. 
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(D) a l¢  v o, 1 <~ l <~ p, 2 <~ 9 <<. d - 1, except perhaps for  one pair such that iz ~ F(v o) 
and g ~ F(vl) .  If az = v 0, then we have the following two cases: 
-D1  (F(u) - {1})w{iz} = F(vo). If  F(v o) - {g} = F(v l )  - {1} then, since i~ ~ F(G) - 
(F(u) u F(Vl ) -- { 1 }), iz ¢ F(vo) a contradiction. 
If V(vo) - {g} = V(Vd) -- {d} then, since d ~ F(u) - {1}, d ~ V(vo) = (F(Vd) -- 
{d})•{g}. Thus g = d, which contradicts g ~< d - 1. 
-D2  (F (V l ) -  {1})~{it} = F(vg). If F(vo) - -  {g} = r (v l ) - -  {1}, we have il = g, con- 
trary to the fact that i~q~F(u) - {1}. 
IfF(vg) - {g} = F(vd) -- {d}, we deduce that il ~ F(vg) and q ~ F(vl) .  It is easy to see 
that there is at most one such pair of (g,i~) in which D2 occurs. 
(E) bj ~ vo, 1 ~ j <~ q, 2 <<. g <~ d - 1, except perhaps for  one common vertex. This is 
similar to (D). 
(A)-(E) completes the proof  of Claim 1 and the p + q + d - 6 vertices so obtained 
are different from u. Therefore p + q + d - 6 ~< n - 1 and thus 
2(cn - -d - -A )  + d - 5 <<. n, 
2cn - 2A - (d + 2) -  3 ~< n, 
3A 1>(2c -1)n -3 ,  
which contradicts the hypothesis on A. 
Case 2: At  least three sets F(vi) - {i} are different. Let/)1, U2, V3 be three vertices in 
N*(u)  such that F(vi) - {i} ¢ F(vj) - {j} for 1 ~< i < j  ~< 3. 
As in Case 1, there are, for each ie{1,2,3},  at least p i :=Fcn7 
- (d + 1) - (d(v~) - 1) colors kj, 1 ~<j ~< p~, in F(G) - (V(u)wF(v~) - {i}), and 
such that either F(a j )=(F (u) -{ i} )~{k j}  or F(a j )=(F (v , ) -  Pi vertices aj 
In the same way as in the proof  of Case I(A)-(C), we see that there are at least 
P l  -t- P2 -b P3 - -  6 different vertices, distinct from u, in {aj: 1 ~ i ~< 3, 1 ~<j ~< Pi}- 
Therefore 
3 
y, (cn - d - d(vi)) <~ n + 5 
i=1  
and 
3(cn-  2A) ~< n + 5. 
This gives 
(3c - -1 )n - -5  (2c -  1 )n - -4  
A~> > 
6 3 ' 
in contradiction with the hypothesis on A. 
Case 3: All F(vl) - {i}, 1 <~ i ~ d, are equal. For each 1 ~< i ~< d there are at least 
Pi := rent  - (d + 1) - (d(vi) - 1) colors t~.j, 1 ~<j ~< p~, in F(G) - (F(u)wF(v, )  -- {i}). 
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Replacing the color i of the edge uvi by any ti, j gives another proper edge coloring F~, j. 
It is clear that F~,j(u) va Fp, q(U) if (i, j) v a (p,q). 
Consider any of the p~ - 1 colors in F(G) - (F(u)w F(vl)), say t, w, and let Fi,~ denote 
the coloring obtained from F by replacing color i on edge uvi by t~.j. Let 
u' ~ Cv(u) - {u} and, ifu is a bad vertex under the coloring Fi4, let ul,j e CF, j(u) - {u}. 
Since Fi4(u) :A Fv,q(u) for (i,j) :A (p,q), and Fi4(u) 4: F(u), we have ui4 :A u'v, q, ui.~ ¢ u, 
ul,t :~u' ,  and uCu '  for ( i , j ) :A(p,q) .  In addition Ul, jCVk,  for l~<k~<d,  since 
ti4 E Fi4(u), t i4¢ F(Vk) implies Fi4(u) =A F(Vk). 
Suppose that for each i, 1 ~< i ~< d, u is bad for at least p~ - 2 colorings Fi.j, where 
ti,j ~ F (G) -  (F(u)uF(v i ) ) .  Then Y~f=l (Pi - 2) <~ [{ul, j: 1 ~< i ~< d, 1 ~<j ~< p~, and u is 
bad under F~4 } [. Since ({v~, v2 . . . . .  Vd} ~ {U, U' })Ca {U~4:1 ~< i ~< d, 1 ~< j <~ p~, and u is 
bad under F~4} = q~,wehaveY~=l (P i -  2) ~< n - d -  2, that i s~f= 1(pi - 1) ~< n - 2. 
But ~2~=1 (P , -  1) ~> d(cn-  d -  A - 1) > d((3A + n + 4) /2 ) -  d -  A - 1) = d((A/2) + 
(n /2 ) -d+ 1). Let f , (d ) :=d( (A /2)+(n /2) -d+l ) -n+2=-d  z+d( (A  +n+ 
2)/2) - n + 2. Since n >~ 3A, f , (d)  is an increasing function ofd for 3 ~< d ~< A -- 2 with 
f , (3 )=(n /2)+(3A/2) - -4>2A-4>0.  Hence f , (d )>0 for 3~<d~<A-2 ,  and 
consequently a  (p~-  1 )> n -  2, a contradiction. Therefore, there exists an i, i=1 
1 ~< i ~< d, where u is a good vertex for a least two colorings F~.t~ and F~,t 2 determined 
by the colors ti,tl and t i , j2.  Note that h,tl and t~,j2 are necessarily different from i. The 
vertex v~ is bad in both Fi,tl and F~42, since otherwise, F~,jl or Fi42 would have less 
bad vertices than F. 
Let N(v,) = {u~ = u, u2,u3 . . . . .  Ud,}. Let h e { J l , J2}  such that Fi,h(vi) :/: Fi,h(u2) = 
F(u2). 
Replacing color Fi, h(U2Vi) by any of the s := ~cn~ - (d(u2) - 1) - (d(vi) - 1) colors 
J~, 1 ~<j ~< s, in Fi,h(G) - (Fi, a(vi)wFi,a(Uz) - {Fi, a(U2Vi)}), gives another proper edge 
coloring in which at least one of u2 and vi is a bad vertex, since otherwise we would get 
a proper edge-coloring with at least one less bad vertex than F. It implies that there 
exists a vertex Q, 1 ~<j ~ s, such that either Fi, a(Q) = F(Q) = (F(vi) - {i ,F(v~u2)})w 
{ti, h,J)} or Fi,h(Cj)= F (c j )= (F (u2) -  {F(v lu2)})w {f j}.  
Since d ~> 3, we can choose l ~ i, 1 ~< 1 ~< d, such that F(u2) - {F(v iu2)}  
:A F (u ) -{ /} .  As in Case 1, by considering the possible proper edge colorings 
obtained by changing the color of F(uv~) to tt, j ,  we have at least p~ vertices 
al ,a2, . . . ,ap ,  in G such that either F(a j )= (F (u ) -  {l})~{h4} or F(a j )= (F (v~) -  
We want to show that there are at least Pt + s + d - 4 different vertices in {a~, 
1 ~< j ~< p~ } w {Q, 1 ~< j <~ s} w (N* (u) - {v~ }). It is easy to show as in Case 1 (a) that all 
the ai's are distinct and all the c~'s are distinct. 
(a) [{a t, 1 <<.j <<. p ,}Ca(U*(u) - -  {vi})] = 0. This is similar to Case I(D). 
(B) [{at, 1 <<. j <~ p,} Ca {Ck, 1 <~ k <<. s}[ ~< 2. If aj = Ck, then we have the following four 
possibilities: 
-B~ (F(u) - {1})~{h. j}  = (F(vi) - {i ,F(ViUz)})~{ti .h, fk}.  Since t~,h 4: i, h.h is not in 
F(u)wF(v~), t~,h = h4. From l -¢i we deduce fk = i cE (u)  -- {/} and thus F(u) - {/} 
= F(v i )  --  {F (v iu2)  }. On the other hand, since d ~> 3, there exists a vertex v~ ~ N*(u)  
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with q ~ i and q ~ 1. Since F(q) - {q} = F(vi) - {i}, color q belongs to F(u) - {1} and 
not to F(vi), a contradiction. 
B2 (F(u) - {/})w{h,i} = (F(u2) - {F(ViUE)})W{fk}. Since F(u) - {/} # f (u2) -  
{r(v iu: )} ,  we have {h,j} = (F (u2) -  {F(v~u2)}) -  (F (u ) -  {/}) and {fk} = (F (u ) -  
{/}) -- (F(u2) -- {F(vlu2)}), which can happen for at most one pair {aj,Ck}. 
-B3  (F(vt) - { I})w{tt ,  j} = (F(v,) - {i,F(v, u2)})w{t, .h, fk}.  Since F(v,) - {/} = 
F(vi) - {i},fk = F(viv2) and tl.j --- tl.h, which can happen for at most one pair {a],Ck}. 
-B4  (F(v,) - {/}) u {t,.j} = (F(u2) - {F(v, u2)}) u {~ }. This equality is equivalent o 
(F(vi) - { i} )w{h. j}  = ( r (u2) -  {F(v iu2)})u{fk} .  Since F(v iu2)E F(vi) -- {i}, J~ = 
F(viu2), and tt,j = F(u2) -  (F (v i ) -  {i}) which can happen for at most one pair 
{aj, Ck}. Moreover,  the exceptional vertex Ck of B3 and B4 is the same since in both 
cases fk = F(u :2 ) .  So B3 and B4 together correspond to at most one pair (aj, ck). 
(C) I {Ck, 1 ~< k ~ s} ~ N* (u) - {v~})l ~< 1. If Ck = Vq, then we have the following two 
possibilities: 
-C1  (F(vl) - { i , F (v iu2)})w{t i .h , f}  = F(vo). Since t i .heF(u)~F(v i )  - {i}, ti, h :/: i (it 
makes u a good vertex), and F(vq) - {q} = F(vi) - {i}, then ti.heF(vq), a contradic- 
tion. 
-C2 (F(uz) - {F(v, u2)})u  {fk} = r(vq). Since F(v~uz) ~ F(v~) - {i} = F(v~) - {q}, 
we havefk -= F(viu2). Then F(u2) = F(vq) = (F(vi) - {i})u {q}, which can happen for 
at most one vertex vq. 
Parts (A)-(C) show that there are at least Pt + s + d - 4 different vertices in {a j, 
1 <~j <~ Pt} u{c j ,  1 <~j <~ s}w(n* (u)  -- {vt}. Therefore 2cn - d(vt) - d(u2) - d(vi) <~ 
n + 2. As in Case 1, this is in contradiction with 
(2c -- 1)n -- 4 
A< 
3 
Second part: There are at least three vertices in N(u), say Vl,V2,V3 such that 
F(u) = F(v~), for 1 ~ i ~< 3. 
We will use the following remark. 
Claim 2. I f  F(u) = F(vi) for  some neighbor vi of  u, then F(vi) - {i} # F(vj) - { j}  for  
every other neighbor v i of  u. 
Proof. If F(vi) - {i} = F(vj) -- {j} for some vj, then jCF(v i )  and so F(vi) # F(u). 
The class Cv(u) contains at lest vl, v2, and v3. Let v4 be a fourth neighbor ofu. Since 
cn > A + 1, we can choose a color s6F(u)  such that (F(u) -- {1})u{s} # F(v,) for 
2 ~< i ~< 4 and define a new proper coloring F* by replacing the color F(uv l )  by s. The 
vertices u and vl remain bad in F*, since F* (u)= F* (v l )  but Cr, (V2)= Cr(u) -  
{u, vl }. F rom the choice of F and u, the number  of bad vertices of F is min imum and 
the class Cv(u) is min imum for all proper colorings with Fcn] colors which have the 
same number of bad vertices as F. Hence IF*B[ > I FB[. More precisely, there exists 
a vertex w which is good in F and becomes bad in F* with CF,(W) = {U, Vl,W}, and 
F* B = FB ~ {w}. 
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Consider the edge uvi, 2 4 i ~< 4. There are at least Pi := Fcn~ - (d + 1) - (d(vi) - 1) 
colors ti,j, 1 ~< i ~< 3, 1 ~<j ~< pi such that replacing color i in F* by any of the ti.j gives 
another proper edge coloring Fi.~ of G. If both u and v~ are good vertices in Ff,j, then 
Fi , jB  ~_ F*B  - {u, vi}. In this case, i fv i  ~ F 'B ,  which surely occurs for i = 2 and i = 3, 
then IF~,jBI < IF*B] - 1 = ]FBI, in contradiction with the first condition on F. For 
i = 4, if v4$F*B,  then ]F4,jB[ = ]FB[ but ]CFg,j(V2) [ < ]CF(b/)] , in contradiction with 
the second condition on F. Therefore at least u or vi is not good in Fg,j and there exists 
some vertex ai,j such that either Fi, j(ai, j) = Fi,j(u) or Fi,j(ai, j) = Fi.j(v~). 
From the choice of s, F*(v i )  -~ F*(u)  for 2 ~< i ~< 4 and by Claim 2, the three sets 
F*(vi )  - {i}, 2 ~< i ~< 4, are distinct. The same argument as given in Case 2 of the first 
part shows that 
(3c - 1)n - 5 
A>~ 
6 
a contradiction with the hypothesis on A. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
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